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How can you write fast in Exams?  

How can you write on your answer sheet very fast in given time, here we provide you a very 

latest & best Tips about writing speed some of best views. So who are not able to write fast 

in exam and don’t have good writing speed just read the following step and do practical 

definitely you will improve your writing speed as you want. 

You remember the time when you write on your exam sheet or your copy in an exam and 

cursed your pen or Pencil for not writing it properly and clearly? Most of us would have to 

face this problem while appearing in any of examination. We find at the time of exam in first 

half an hour we are not able to write and hard to move our finger and hard to write faster 

on the sheet & hence feel painful. 

Every student want to write very beautiful and very clearly and want to attempt all the 

question in given time. But only some of the student do this think and attempt all the 

question in given time but some of the student feel painful and not able to write and hard to 

move their finger on the examination sheets 

How can you write fast in exam? 

To write faster there are several practice to be followed by student. The basic reason of fast 

your speed you don’t know all the answer and if you know answer then your typing speed 

enhance and you attempt all the question in given time. Some more important tricks to 

improve your writing speed are mentioned below. 

Tips and Exercises to increase the speed 

 Practice handwriting on the day of exam 15 minute its very helpful warming up and 

flexibility gives your muscles and you can move your hand as your wish and improve 

your typing Speed. 

 Use pens which you are comfortable with do not use new pens on the day of the 

Exams, since you would have adjusted to the width and length of the pen while holding 

it. 

 Be aware of the fact that our brain will recollect the answer for a particular question. If 

your mind is totally set than you remember all the answer and your speed 

automatically enhance. 
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 Avoid bad things environment of the day of exam, and choose a very silent 

environment to remember all the things and concentrate on your exam. 

 It is very important to avoid the things which can disturb you in the examinationhall 

like ring, Bengals on the writing hand so that they do not physically hinder your pen 

holding or hand movements while writing. 

 


